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Whitney Biennial 2019
Showcases five hundred contemporary quilts in fabric and other media, incorporating diverse designs, materials, and
techniques.

500 Traditional Quilts
Whether you make, collect, or receive quilts, taking care of them is important. AQS-certified quilt appraisers Bobbie A. Aug,
Carol Butzke, Linda Honsberger, & Gerald Roy, along with insurance & quilt history professionals, contributed up-to-date
information for caring for your quilts.

Ricky Tims Rhapsody Quilts
In this follow-up to Quilts Made Modern, you’ll learn how to use traditional piecing techniques to create quilts with layered
translucent effects. By distinguishing and balancing the subtleties of color in your fabrics, you can achieve remarkable
results. Discover how the visual relationships between different colors make all the difference in your quilts.

Quilts Made Modern
Today's renewed interest in our basic rights has become part of popular culture and breaking news. From the Mexican
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border to the #MeToo movement, these images made in fabric are amazing, colorful, and thought provoking. The images
offer a new perspective and answer the new demand for attention. These 65 quilts focus on the history of the battles for
human, civil, and political rights, and the continuing developments today. They also celebrate the heroes. The heroes who
fought for rights, as well as the events that have drawn the attention of news media and the public. Personal stories offer
moving reminders and encouragement for future rights successes. The quilts are created by 47 artists from six countries.

Happy Villages Expanded Edit
Jenifer Dick takes you on a journey of inspiration and design to create 11 original quilts and projects. These contemporary,
often quirky, designs evoke nostalgia. They're easy to make with today's popular solids and big prints.

Quilt Retro
Susan Brubaker Knapp teaches quilters how to compose and shoot dynamic digital photos from a quilter's perspective. With
fun, creative workshop-like exercises in art quilting, you'll learn how to turn those photos into small art quilts, both realistic
and abstract, combining traditional fabrics with innovative materials. Every quilter can succeed with Susan's achievable
designs and accessible techniques.

Colorado
"Recognizing conservation as a dynamic social force, the eighty-one readings in this volume draw attention to the cultural
significance of textiles and dress, illustrating the intellectual foundations as well as important changes in conservation
practice." -- Back cover.

500 Art Quilts
This book takes a bold look at public art and its populist appeal, offering a more inclusive guide to America's creative tastes
and shared culture. It examines the history of American public art – from FDR's New Deal to Christo's The Gates – and
challenges preconceived notions of public art, expanding its definition to include a broader scope of works and concepts.
Expands the definition of public art to include sites such as Boston's Big Dig, Las Vegas' Treasure Island, and Disney World
Offers a refreshing alternative to the traditional rhetoric and criticism surrounding public art Includes insightful analysis of
the museum and its role in relation to public art
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Color Harmony for Quilts
Make One-of-a-Kind Contemporary Quilts With a Traditional Flair - Ricky Tims Shows You How! Learn to design, choose
fabrics, and make templates for these one-of-a-kind beauties. Handle curves easily with Ricky's sure-fire method for No-Pin
Precision Curved Piecing. Start with 5 ready-made design outlines, then expand the possibilities by composing your own
Rhapsody quilts. Learn Ricky's secrets for enhancing your designs with appliqué. Get inspired by the gallery of Rhapsody
quilts made by Ricky and other quilters just like you! Rhapsody Quilts are medallion-style quilts with graceful, curved
designs in a reversed and mirrored arrangement. Like a musical rhapsody, the form is flexible and lets you express an
endless variety of themes and motifs. Ricky shows you how to work with your quilt's basic “skeleton,” then enhance your
design themes with original appliqué or lush quilting. You'll take away all the techniques you need to start making your own
beautiful quilt rhapsodies.

Scuse Me While I Kiss This Guy
A unique art form, quilts served as a rare creative outlet for bus rural women. Warm covering was a necessity for long
winters, & early pioneer women took that need & transformed it into artistic expression. This rich, varied & beautiful
collection of almost 200 quilt designs & styles also contains easy-to-follow patterns & instructions for making 21 of the
quilts. Quilts are displayed in full color & clearly annotated. Also included with each quilt is information explaining when &
where the quilt was made. Brief descriptions offer insight into the history & details of each quilt's design. "A virtual
encyclopedia of American quilt designs."

365 Quilt-Block Patterns
A hilarious send-up iconic images from art, history, film, children's stories, and more, rendered in stick figure drawings.

Mariner's Compass Quilts
Solids march to the head of the class with this vibrant Fun House quilt! Tap into the timeless beauty of solids with this
exciting class from Weeks Ringle. In the sample quilt, Fun House, choose ten happy solid colors and make the quilt along
with Weeks. Like more color? Make yours from even more beautiful solids while you learn about hue, value, saturation, and
the characteristics of different types of solids. Weeks constructs the quilt column by column and teaches you how to make
your piecing techniques more precise, which will help with every subsequent quilt you make. Sew triangles, simple frames,
chevrons, and easily pieced circles. The class pattern also comes with multiple variations and a coloring page so you can be
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inspired to create your own solids revolution! Solids Revolution iquilt class DVD is the perfect solution for taking the class
without having a computer, it makes a wonderful gift, and it is great to have on hand as a hard copy-even if you have taken
or plan to take the online class. Run Time: 161 minutes

The Quilt
Brings together a compelling sampling of the panels that make up the beautiful quilt dedicated to those who have fallen
victim to AIDS--a project created by family, friends, and companions in memory of their loved ones

OURstory Quilts
Framed with dignity and grace, medallion quilts feature a central motif surrounded by a sequence of borders. Border units
include Sawtooth, Flying Geese, Evening Star, and more. Plans for a dozen quilts are included with patterns and suggestions
for medallion centers. Only three sizes of squares are needed for the majority of border units.

Classic English Medallion Style Quilts
The books that we choose to keep -- let alone read -- can say a lot about who we are and how we see ourselves. In My Ideal
Bookshelf, dozens of leading cultural figures share the books that matter to them most; books that define their dreams and
ambitions and in many cases helped them find their way in the world. Contributors include Malcolm Gladwell, Thomas
Keller, Michael Chabon, Alice Waters, James Patterson, Maira Kalman, Judd Apatow, Chuck Klosterman, Miranda July, Alex
Ross, Nancy Pearl, David Chang, Patti Smith, Jennifer Egan, and Dave Eggers, among many others. With colorful and
endearingly hand-rendered images of book spines by Jane Mount, and first-person commentary from all the contributors,
this is a perfect gift for avid readers, writers, and all who have known the influence of a great book.

My Ideal Bookshelf
Utilizes adaptations of the Jewish calendar as a way to better understand modern Jewish life adapting to the Christian world.

Jelly Roll Quilts & More
This outstanding collection of traditional block patterns -- one for every day of the year -- includes rotary-cutting directions,
full-color illustrations, and a cutting key for each design.
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365 Quilt Blocks a Year
This book presents twenty years of Sterling Ruby's iconic, multidisciplinary works. From his sublime abstract paintings to his
soft sculpture "vampires" comprising American flags, Sterling Ruby is "one of the most interesting artists to emerge in this
century," according to The New York Times. Accompanying Ruby's first US museum survey, this book takes a thematic
approach to the artist's work, focusing on his critical invocation of imagery related to American identity. Beginning with his
earliest collages, this book demonstrates his distinctive approach to psychological, cultural, and topical concerns. It includes
his recent mobiles and polyurethanes, demonstrating his continuous engagement with themes such as prison reform, labor
conditions, and vernacular cultures. Readers can compare smaller works on canvas and in clay to monumental sculptures
made from submarine parts or giant skyscrapers rendered in toxically bright colors. Published with ICA Miami and
ICA/Boston

The AQS Guide to Quilt Care
Covering the U.S.A. and Canada like never before, and for the first time with full-color photographs, here are 1,000
compelling, essential, offbeat, utterly unforgettable places. Pristine beaches and national parks, world-class museums and
the Just for Laughs festival, mountain resorts, salmon-rich rivers, scenic byways, the Oyster Bar and the country’s best taco,
lush gardens and coastal treks at Point Reyes, rafting the Upper Gauley (if you dare). Plus resorts, vineyards, hot springs,
classic ballparks, the Talladega Speedway, and more. Includes new attractions, like Miami’s Pérez Art Museum and
Manhattan’s High Line, plus more than 150 places of special interest to families. And, for every entry, what you need to
know about how and when to visit. “Patricia Schultz unearths the hidden gems in our North American backyard. Don’t even
think about packing your bag and sightseeing without it.” —New York Daily News

Stick
A children's book about the interconnectedness of all things. Science wrapped up in bears and blueberries.

A Curious Herbal
Whether you're a beginning or experienced quiltmaker, Color Harmony for Quilts will help you use color more creatively in
your designs. Through a showcase of more than 35 great quilts, ranging from contemporary to traditional styles, the
authors show how colors work together to support a "big idea." Learn to go beyond simple, formulaic color concepts, and
instead, have fun exploring color through individual and group activities that will help you see color in a completely new
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way. Book jacket.

Ricky Tims' Kool Kaleidoscope Quilts
Einmo cleverly combines basic units to create one-of-a-kind designs that may look complex but are easy to assemble.
These dynamic quilts are perfect for quilters of all skill levels and are easily adaptable for weekend projects.

Innovative Quilt Border Designs
Presents a humorous collection of over 275 lines people believe they have heard in popular songs from the 1960s to the
1990s.

Chuck D Presents This Day in Rap and Hip-Hop History
Sophisticated Style with Simple Piecing. Multiple sizes, alternative colorways, and design tips are included for all 10 project
quilts. Patterns range from "quick and easy" to "involved but inspiring". Learn about color theory, fabric selection, and
elements of design. Build your skills with step-by-step instruction and tips on piecing, hand or machine appliqué and
quilting, and finishing. This is your "go-to" book for contemporary quiltmaking! You'll love the dramatic results you get with
this modern approach to quiltmaking. Popular author/designer team of Weeks Ringle and Bill Kerr present their design and
construction methods with 10 projects, then show you how to transform their ideas into quilts that truly express who you
are.

Solids Revolution
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work.This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
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Palaces of Time
A one-of-a kind survey of rap and hip hop history from 1973 to today by Chuck D, arguably the most influential rapper in the
world. In the more than 40 years since the days of DJ Kool Herc and "Rapper's Delight," hip hop and rap have become a
billion-dollar worldwide phenomenon. Yet there is no definitive history of the genre-until now. Based on Chuck's longrunning show on Rapstation.com, this massive compendium details the most iconic moments and influential songs in the
genre's recorded history, from Kurtis Blow's "Christmas Rappin'" to The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill to Kendrick Lamar's
ground-breaking verse on "Control." Also included are key events in hip hop history, from Grandmaster Flash's first scratch
through Tupac's holographic appearance at Coachella. Throughout, Chuck offers his insider's perspective on the chart
toppers and show stoppers as he lived it. Illustrating the pages are more than 100 portraits from the talented artists
specializing in hip hop.

A Bountiful Life
A New York Times Bestseller Doug the Pug is the king of pop culture. More than seven million adoring fans on Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, and Snapchat can’t get enough of him. Doug spreads love everywhere he goes, and now with his
literary debut, he’s coming to living rooms around the world. It’s hard to find a more well-connected pup than Doug. He’s
homies with the hottest stars out there: Justin Bieber, Steven Tyler, Ed Sheeran, John Legend, and Chrissy Teigen, to name
just a few. Did you catch him in Fall Out Boy’s latest music video? Doug can ball with the best of them. He’s a rising star
and everyone’s favorite squishy face. Doug has made appearances at music festivals including Lollapalooza and the
Billboard Hot 100 Music Fest, but he doesn’t let fame go to his head. Doug is a humble pug, but the people have asked for
more, so he’s obliged with this awesome New York Times bestselling collection of photos. Doug is a fashion icon, a culinary
gourmand, a music enthusiast, and an all-around happenin’ guy. This book is just a sneak peek at some of his greatest
adventures so far. From his furry heart to yours, enjoy!

Doug the Pug
A collection of five hundred traditional quilts features entries from national and international artists showcasing classic
patterns, forms, and techniques.

Heart of the Home
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Quiltmaker's Colour Workshop
Features 365 quilt-block patterns for piecing with a handy index Provides color illustration, lettered line drawing, and cutting
instructions Includes a variety of block sizes from one day to the next; each day?s block pattern is shown in one size

Sterling Ruby
The authors help quilters understand how skilful use of colour can turn an ordinary quilt design into an exquisite one. They
explain colour theory, and how it relates to quilts. A collection of 15 quilts by some of America's most respected quiltmakers
is included, with the fine qualities of each explored.

Point, Click, Quilt! Turn Your Photos into Fabulous Fabric Art
Let's add some Razzle Dazzle to your finish line. Innovative borders add an extra layer of excitement and discovery to
enhance the visual impact of your quilt. Use them to enrich your color scheme, dramatize a theme, bring unity, balance, or
create movement. Learn helpful principles of design as they apply to borders. Kathy shares tips for choosing complimentary
innovative designs, construction of various options and quilting your borders. This book includes over 70 colorful images
from many award winning quilters to inspire you. Borders are a splendid place to play. I hope this book fills you with
excitement, and leads to new border ideas.

1,000 Places to See in the United States and Canada Before You Die
Karen Mowery presents her version of the infa mous Bird of Paradise quilt top. Karen's version has been beautifully
constructed to replicate the original quilt. The personal story of the original quilter remains a mystery, which Karen has
attempted to unravel.

Modern Quilt Workshop
Prepare to be inspired. This book shows novice and expert quilters alike new ways of planning, designing, and constructing
contemporary quilts. The Modern Quilt Workshop takes you through every step of making a quilt, encouraging you and
challenging you along the way. You?ll learn basic principles of quilt design, as well as new technical skills that will make
your quilts more beautiful, more durable, and more fun to make. Never before published, these breathtaking patterns were
created to help you learn specific design and technical skills. Want to learn how to piece circles flawlessly? Need to finePage 8/11
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tune your color choices? Confused about how to choose quilting patterns? Follow the step-by-step diagrams and you?ll be
mastering new design concepts and innovative techniques with each new project. Each of the 15 quilt projects shows the
level of difficulty, lists the skills you?ll learn, and shows how each quilt might look in different color combinations. Design
tips in each chapter teach you what to look for in fabrics, or options for how to quilt the quilt. Measurements and yardage
requirements are provided for 4 sizes, from baby quilts to bed quilts. Cutting templates, and tips for using them, are
included. A thorough section on quilt construction and assembly helps even the first-time quilter learn the basics of cutting,
piecing, aligning seams, thread color selection, choosing batting, quilting, and binding. Beginning quilters will love the
simple, yet sophisticated, patterns that can turn a pile of cotton fabric into a work of art. Advanced quilters will hone
technical and design skills, as well as master new techniques, such as improvisational piecing and working with
sophisticated color palettes. Whether you wish to create a treasured family heirloom or a beautiful gift for a friend, these
unique patterns will inspire you to try something new.

Changing Views of Textile Conservation
Treasury of American Quilts
Create a spectacular kaleidoscope quilt with Ricky's unique strip-piecing method for making a multi-faceted pattern. You'll
see impressive and intricate results from simple sets of strips; it's foolproof with little need for pre-planning. The beauty lies
in the unpredictability of how the fabric unfolds - just like a real kaleidoscope!

Public Art
Revised and expanded edition of Susan Branch's first illustrated cookbook published in 1986.

Accidental Landscapes
Important Note about PRINT ON DEMAND Editions: You are purchasing a print on demand edition of this book. This book is
printed individually on uncoated (non-glossy) paper with the best quality printers available. The printing quality of this copy
will vary from the original offset printing edition and may look more saturated. The information presented in this version is
the same as the latest edition. Any pattern pullouts have been separated and presented as single pages. If the pullout
patterns are missing, please contact C&T publishing.
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The Bear in the Blueberry
Showcasing the work of an exciting group of contemporary artists, this book reflects the trends shaping art in the United
States today.

Transparency Quilts
Lush (color) photographic appreciation of Colorado's rivers, published in cooperation with The Nature Conservancy of
Colorado. The confusing title page might be interpreted more gracefully as Rivers of the Rockies; Colorado. Contains a fair
amount of text by Mark Pearson. A proud embellishment on any coffee table. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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